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Summary

In this article, a comprehensive survey of the medium access control (MAC) approaches for wireless mobile ad hoc

networks is presented. The complexity in MAC design for wireless ad hoc networks arises due to node mobility,

radio link vulnerability and the lack of central coordination. A series of studies on MAC design has been conducted

in the literature to improve medium access performance in different aspects as identified by the different

performance metrics. Tradeoffs among the different performance metrics (such as between throughput and

fairness) dictate the design of a suitable MAC protocol. We compare the different proposed MAC approaches,

identify their problems and discuss the possible remedies. The interactions among the MAC and the higher layer

protocols such as routing and transport layer protocols are discussed and some interesting research issues are also

identified. Copyright # 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. Introduction

The simplicity in deployment makes mobile ad hoc

networks (which do not require any infrastructure)

suitable for a variety of applications such as colla-

borative computing, disaster recovery, battle field

communication. With the proliferation of communi-

cations and computing devices such as mobile phones,

laptops, or PDAs, personal area networking (PAN),

which is an ad hoc networking-based technology, has

recently gained much interest.

Medium access control (MAC) protocols play an

important role in the performance of the mobile ad

hoc networks (MANETs). A MAC protocol defines

how each mobile unit can share the limited wireless

bandwidth resource in an efficient manner. Recent
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researches in this area have focused on designing

MAC protocols with optimized performance metrics

including throughput and delay, fairness, stability,

support for multimedia and energy efficiency.

The organization for the rest of the article is as

follows. Section 2 describes the general concepts and

the performance metrics of MAC protocols for MAN-

ETs. The problems and the issues related to designing

MAC protocols for MANETs are described in Section

3. Section 4 briefly describes the MAC protocol for

IEEE 802.11 WLAN in the ad hoc mode of operation.

The different approaches to MAC design are pre-

sented in Section 5 in a comprehensive fashion. In

Section 6, observations and recommendations about

optimizing MAC performance and a qualitative com-

parison among the different approaches are presented.

In Section 7, the issue of inter-layer protocol interac-

tion is discussed and some other research issues are

identified.

2. MANET Topology and MAC Performance
Metrics

A mobile ad hoc network is a collection of hetero-

geneous communications and computing devices

which can communicate with one another (within

their transmission range) without any central coordi-

nation (Figure 1). It is essentially infrastructureless

and there is no need for any fixed radio-base station or

router. Such a network is self-organizing and adap-

tive.

In general, communication between a Base Station

(BS) and a mobile node in a centralized architecture is

performed by using a deterministic MAC protocol

such as frequency division multiple access (FDMA),

time division multiple access (TDMA), or code divi-

sion multiple access (CDMA). Due to the lack of

centralized control in a mobile ad hoc network, a

distributed MAC protocol, such as ALOHA or car-

rier-sense multiple access (CSMA), which utilizes

only information local to each node, is used to control

access of mobile nodes to a shared wireless channel.

The protocol should try to reduce the number of

possible collisions among transmissions from neigh-

boring nodes and thereby increase the channel utiliza-

tion. In addition, efficient use of the limited battery

power, service fairness and provision of Quality of

Service (QoS) are some of the other issues which are

needed to be taken into consideration. In fact, finding

an optimal MAC mechanism in an ad hoc network

often results in NP-complete§ problems such as a

graph-coloring problem.

While evaluating an MAC protocol for a wireless

mobile ad hoc network, the following performance

measures should be considered:

� Throughput and delay: Throughput is generally

measured as the percentage of successfully trans-

mitted radio link level frames per unit time. Trans-

mission delay is defined as the interval between the

frame arrival time at the MAC layer of a transmitter

and the time at which the transmitter realizes that

the transmitted frame has been successfully re-

ceived by the receiver.

� Fairness: Generally, fairness measures how fair the

channel allocation is among the flows in the differ-

ent mobile nodes. The node mobility and the un-

reliability of radio channels are the two main

factors that impact fairness.

� Energy efficiency: Generally, energy efficiency is

measured as the fraction of the useful energy

consumption (for successful frame transmission)

to the total energy spent.

� Multimedia support: It is the ability of an MAC

protocol to accommodate traffic with different

service requirements such as throughput, delay

and frame loss rate.

3. Issues in Designing MAC Protocol
for MANETs

In a mobile ad hoc network, node mobility, vulner-

ability of the radio channel(s) and the lack of any

central coordination give rise to the following

§No polynomial time algorithm exists to solve an NP-
complete problem.Fig. 1. Mobile ad hoc network architecture.
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problems which need to be taken into consideration

while designing an MAC protocol.

� Hidden node problem: A hidden node is a node

which is out of range of a transmitter node (node A

in Figure 2), but in the range of a receiver node

(node B in Figure 2) [1]. A hidden node does not

hear the data sent from a transmitter to a receiver

(node C is hidden from node A). When node C

transmits to node D, the transmission collides with

that from node A to node B. Obviously, the hidden

nodes lead to higher collision probability. Gener-

ally, the probability of successful frame transmis-

sion decreases as the distance between source and

destination increases and/or the traffic load in-

creases [1].

� Exposed node problem: An exposed node (node C

is exposed to B in Figure 3) is a node which is out of

range of a receiver (node A), but in the range of the

corresponding transmitter (node B). Node C defers

transmission (to node D) upon detecting data from

node B, even though a transmission from node C

does not interfere with the reception at node A. The

link utilization may be significantly impaired due to

the exposed node problem. This would impact the

higher layer protocol (e.g. TCP) performance con-

siderably.

� Radio link vulnerability: Wireless channel capacity

is limited due to high bit-error rate. The high bit

error rate in a wireless environment can be attrib-

uted to the effects such as noise, interference, free-

space loss, shadowing and multipath fading. Again,

the channel errors are location dependent and

bursty in nature. The radio link vulnerability may

tremendously impact the utilization of the radio

channel(s) and the service fairness among different

mobile nodes (and flows).

To deal with the radio link vulnerability, schemes

such as forward error correction (FEC) and auto-

matic repeat request (ARQ) have been developed.

Unfortunately, they result in inefficient bandwidth

utilization. Again, increase in transmission power

to combat with the above undesirable radio propa-

gation properties can broaden interference region,

thereby resulting in the reduction of spatial reuse.

� Capture problem: Capture is an ability of a mobile

node to perfectly receive a signal (presumably one

with the dominating signal level) in the presence of

more than one simultaneous transmissions. In fact,

capture effect is a favorable feature in that it

improves the utilization of the channel [2], but it

may cause unfairness among mobile nodes.

4. IEEE 802.11 WLAN: Ad Hoc Mode
of Operation

Known as distributed foundation wireless medium

access control (DFWMAC), the 802.11 MAC with

distributed coordination function (DCF) is based on

CSMA with collision avoidance (CA).

CSMA/CA was developed to overcome the hidden

node problem. It incorporates a handshake protocol in

the original CSMA protocol. In CSMA/CA, a sender

must first transmit a request to send (RTS) frame. RTS

contains the identification of the receiver so that only

the intended receiver will answer this message with a

clear to send (CTS) frame. Other mobile nodes inter-

cepting either RTS or CTS defer their transmission for

the period specified by the network allocation vector

(NAV) (Figure 4) in the handshaking frames RTS and

CTS. Therefore, the number of hidden nodes is

reduced by some degree. The protocol is described

through pseudo-code in Appendix A.

Each frame in DFWMAC is separated with an

interval called inter-frame space (IFS). There

are four classes of IFS: short IFS (SIFS), point

Fig. 2. Illustration of the hidden node problem.

Fig. 3. Illustration of the exposed node problem.
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coordination function IFS (PIFS) distributed coordi-

nation function IFS (DIFS) and extended IFS (EIFS),

each of which is utilized in different situations [3].

Only when the medium is idle for more than IFS will

the mobile realize that the medium is idle. Each

mobile node is allowed to transmit whenever it rea-

lizes that the medium is idle.

Before sending an RTS frame, a mobile unit has to

sense the medium for DIFS interval. If the channel is

free, the mobile unit will start sending RTS. Upon

receiving RTS, the receiver senses the channel for

SIFS interval and sends a CTS frame if the channel is

free. The transmitter and the receiver send DATA and

ACK frames respectively, if the channel is free for

SIFS interval (Figure 4).

If a mobile that has sent RTS or DATA does not

receive CTS or ACK before timeout, it will initiate a

back-off process. In this process, the mobile first

generates the back-off time as a number of time slots

uniformly distributed over [0, CW ], where CW is the

current contention window parameter. The mobile

counts down the back-off time only if the medium is

idle. Note that, in order to realize an idle medium a

mobile has to sense that the medium is idle for DIFS.

When the channel becomes idle for more than DIFS,

the mobile counts down the back-off time and it stops

counting down when the channel becomes busy again.

The process is repeated until the back-off time reaches

zero. Then the mobile will initiate transmission in the

next time slot without waiting for DIFS.

Initially, the contention window starts with its

minimum value (CWmin). It is doubled after every

collision and stops increasing after reaching its max-

imum value (CWmax). The contention window is reset

to CWmin once the transmission is successful.

Unlike the back-off time, NAV always decreases

regardless of medium state, because it is the expected

time required for data frame transmission. Mobile

nodes aware of NAV can turn off their transceiver

during this period to save battery power. DFWMAC

sets shorter SIFS interval for transmission of the

subsequent frames and, thereby, give priority to

the mobile nodes which have acquired the channel.

A mobile node that has sent RTS senses the channel

for shorter time and has more probability to acquire the

channel than others.

Unfortunately, CSMA/CA does not solve the hid-

den node problem entirely. For example, in Figure 6,

when node C (which is hidden from the transmitter

node A) moves into the communication area after the

handshake procedure between node A and node B is

completed and initiates data transmission, collision

occurs at the active receiver.

CSMA/CA exacerbates the exposed node problem,

because more mobile nodes are discouraged to send

data. The exposed node problem prevents DFWMAC

to work very well with transmission control protocol

(TCP) [4]. In particular, only one TCP connection can

exist in the same area.

Fig. 4. Collision avoidance mechanism in IEEE 802.11.

Fig. 5. Illustration of IFS and back-off. Fig. 6. Hidden node problem in CSMA/CA protocol.
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5. Approaches for Designing MANET MAC
Protocols

5.1. Using Handshaking Signaling

5.1.1. CSMA/CA and it’s derivatives

To reduce the impact of hidden nodes, CSMA/CA was

adopted in IEEE 802.11. It is recommended that a

threshold should be setup, and the handshake signal-

ing should be used only for comparatively long data

[3]. However, in heterogeneous data traffic scenario

where more than one class of traffic exist, the hand-

shake protocol always gives higher throughput [5].

Multiple access with collision avoidance (MACA)

[6] was proposed to resolve the hidden node and the

exposed node problems and also to provide the ability

to perform per-frame transmission power control.

When a mobile node overhears some RTS/CTS

frames corresponding to transmissions in other nodes,

it does not need to remain completely silent and it can

communicate with other neighboring nodes with

lower transmission power.

MACA does not use carrier sensing. After waiting

for a random number of time slots (where each time

slot is equal to the time required for the RTS frame to

reach the intended receiver), a mobile node transmits

regardless of the medium status. In MACA, a three

way handshake RTS-CTS-DATA is adopted. Note

that, there is no ACK frame. It is assumed that

the MAC layer frame loss will be taken care of by

some higher layer protocols. Some mobiles overhear-

ing RTS must defer their transmission until CTS is

received by the sender. In order to avoid interference

to data frame transmission, other mobiles intercepting

CTS postpone their transmission until DATA is re-

ceived by the receiver. This can be achieved by using a

time parameter in the header of RTS and CTS. MACA

uses the binary exponential back-off (BEB) algorithm

and the back-off time always decreases regardless of

the channel status [6].

Like MACA, the floor acquisition multiple access

(FAMA) [7] employs RTS-CTS-DATA handshake

signaling. FAMA allows multiple frame transmission

by having a sender set MORE flag in data header if it

has more data frames to send. The receiver replies

with CTS immediately after obtaining a DATA frame

with a MORE flag set. FAMA reduces the impact of

hidden nodes by forcing a mobile node that has just

turned on to sense the medium for some time. In

FAMA, the back-off timer counts down only when the

medium is idle. If transmission destined to other

nodes is detected, new waiting time will be generated

depending on the transmission type (as in Equation

(1)). This waiting time decreases when the medium

becomes idle.

Twait ¼

2 � TPROP þ TPROC þ TTR þ TDATA;
initial waiting time

2 � TPROP þ TPROC þ TTR þ TCTS;
RTS detected

2 � TPROP þ TPROC þ TTR þ TDATA;
CTS detected

2 � TPROP þ TPROC þ TTR þ TCTS;
more data

2 � TPROP þ TPROC þ TTR; no more data

2 � TPROP þ TPROC þ TTR þ TDATA;
unidentified

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð1Þ

where TPROP ¼ maximum propagation time, TPROC ¼
processing time, TTR ¼ turn-around time, TDATA ¼
time required to send DATA, TRTS ¼ time required to

send RTS and TCTS ¼ time required to send CTS.

The frame length of CTS in FAMA is longer than

that of RTS by at least 2 � TPROP. After sending RTS,

if a mobile detects any noise or an unidentified frame,

it assumes a collision and initiates a back-off process.

The back-off time is uniformly distributed between 1

and 10 � TCTS. Again, the back-off timer is activated

only when the medium is idle. As soon as the medium

becomes busy, waiting time is replaced by the new

timer value generated according to Equation (1). This

approach is called FAMA with non-carrier sensing

(FAMA-NCS).

All of the above protocols use non-persistent chan-

nel access for the transmission of collision-avoidance

handshake frames, that is, in the case of collision

during handshake signaling, a mobile backs off for a

random amount of time and attempts to transmit at a

later time. Instead, persistent channel access would be

more efficient under light traffic loads. It was shown

that introducing a limited window of persistence in

collision-avoidance handshake signaling could pro-

vide much higher throughput even when the average

offered load is moderately high [8].

In limited-persistence carrier sensing (FAMA-

LCS), when a mobile wants to transmit RTS and

finds the medium busy, it will keep monitoring med-

ium for persistence time [8]. If the medium becomes

idle before the mobile gives up, the mobile will

transmit RTS. Otherwise, a back-off procedure will

be initiated.

MACAW is another derivative of the CSMA/CA

protocol which uses RTS-CTS-DS-DATA-ACK

MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL PROTOCOLS FOR AD HOC NETWORKS 939
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handshake signaling (Figure 7) [9]. The ACK frame

(which is not used in MACA) is used to ensure the

MAC level reliability. Before a DATA frame is trans-

mitted, a data sending (DS) control frame containing

the duration of DATA and ACK frames is sent to

inform the mobile nodes in the range of a sender not to

transmit until the ACK is received by the sender.

The waiting time in this case is determined based

on the receiver. For example, in Figure 7, node A

sends an RTS to node B and node C overhearing this

RTS defers transmission until node A receives CTS.

Overhearing the CTS frame, node D defers all trans-

mission up to the point at which node B receives all

DATA. Again, upon receiving CTS, node A transmits

a DS frame to notify other mobiles to defer their

transmission until it receives the ACK.

As shown in Figure 8(a), if a receiver cannot reply

to a RTS frame because of the current waiting time, it

transmits a Request for RTS (RRTS) frame as soon as

the waiting time expires. The sender then initiates

normal collision avoidance handshake signaling

again. RRTS enables the sender to know when the

receiver is ready to transmit CTS.

In the case that DATA is received successfully at the

receiver but the ACK is lost (Figure 8b), the sender

will initiate retransmission, and the receiver will reply

with ACK rather than CTS. The back-off time is not

changed in this case. Nevertheless, if CTS or ACK is

not received by the sender before time-out, the sender

will initiate the back-off process and retransmit when

the timer reaches zero. In MACAW, the back-off time

starts with the minimum value, increases by 1.5 times

for every frame loss until it reaches the maximum. In

case of successful transmission the back-off value is

decreased by 1. Mobile nodes also broadcast their

back-off values so that all nodes in the same vicinity

can contend for the channel in fair manner.

The above protocol can be improved by sporadi-

cally omitting ACK while leaving the level of MAC

reliability intact. In practice, an MAC service data unit

(MSDU) is fragmented into several MAC protocol

data units (MPDUs). That all MPDUs from the same

MSDU are destined to the same receiver enables the

MAC protocol at the receiver to omit sending ACK for

all but the last MPDU. Negative acknowledgement

(NACK) can be used as the notification of the trans-

mission failure. In Figure 9(a), after the receiver B

sends out a NACK or CTS, it expects a DATA frame.

If B does not receive the DATA frame correctly, it

sends an NACK after it receives the next RTS. Other-

wise, it sends a CTS frame. Upon receiving an NACK,

Fig. 7. The normal operation of MACAW.

Fig. 8. Solutions of CTS blocking and loss of ACK in
MACAW. Fig. 9. Possible improvement of the MACAW protocol.
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node A retransmits the previously transmitted frame.

Node A will send the next MPDU, if it receives CTS

instead. Except for the last MPDU, node C can send

RTS or NACK/CTS out as soon as the waiting time

for RTS expires (Figure 9a). The reduced waiting

time would presumably improve channel utilization.

For each lost acknowledgement message, this ap-

proach can reduce unnecessary transaction either by

ðTRTS þ TCTS þ TDATA þ TACK þ 3 � SIFS þ DIFSÞ
or ðTDATA þ TACK þ 2 � SIFSÞ depending on whether

there are more frames to be transmitted to this receiver

or not (Figure 4).

Another improvement is to omit RTS and CTS in

the presence of RRTS. This concept is similar to the

polling concept used in receiver initiated channel

hopping with dual polling (RICH-DP). In this case,

RRTS is analogous to ready to receive (RTR) in

RICH-DP (to be described later in this article).

5.1.2. Multichannel CSMA

The original CSMA protocol was developed for a

single-channel system. Multichannel CSMA was in-

troduced in order to increase the number of simulta-

neous active users. This approach was applied to

both direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DSSS) and

frequency-hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) systems

[10].

Common-transmitter-based multiple access with

collision avoidance (MACA-CT) and receiver-

transmitter-based multiple access with collision

avoidance (MACA-RT) are two DSSS approaches

[11]. In these approaches, a set of orthogonal codes

is predefined and known to every node. In MACA-CT,

control and data frames are sent using common code

and transmitter code respectively (Figure 10a). The

code to be used for data frame transmission is con-

tained in the RTS. Upon receiving RTS the receiver

tunes itself to the transmitter code. Other mobile

nodes (e.g. node C) which want to initiate transmis-

sion use the common code and, therefore, do not

interfere with the ongoing transmissions. Collision

can occur only in the common control channel and

the vulnerable period is the double of the duration of a

control frame.

With comparatively high persistence probability,

throughput of MACA-CT can be more than six times

that in the conventional CDMA approach [11]. The

system requires nþ 1 codes: n codes for the n mobile

nodes and one for the common control channel.

In the MACA-RT approach (Figure 10b), each

mobile node has two codes: transmitting code and

receiving code. First, RTS is sent using the destina-

tion’s receiving code. Next, CTS is sent back using the

transmitting code of the destination. Finally, the data

transmission is conducted using the transmitting code

of the originator. This approach totally eliminates

collision because each mobile uses different codes

to send control and data frames. This approach re-

quires 2 � n codes—two codes for each mobile. In

addition, every mobile has to recognize codes of each

other so as to initiate transmission using a receiver’s

code. When the number of mobiles increases, avail-

able codes might not be enough for every mobile and

dynamic code allocation should be used in this situa-

tion.

Receiver initiated channel hopping with dual poll-

ing (RICH-DP) utilizes the FHSS concepts [12]. This

protocol is based on a receiver-initiated collision

avoidance handshake. In RICH-DP, all the nodes

employ the same hopping sequence and the duration

of each hop is the amount of time needed for nodes to

receive a control frame from a neighbor node.

A polling node (receiver) sends a ready to receive

(RTR) control frame (which is analogous to RTS

frame) over the current channel hop and upon suc-

cessful reception of the frame the intended sender

starts sending a data frame over the same channel hop

(Figure 11). After the polled node completes transmit-

ting the data frame (or it does not have data to transmit

at all in which case it transmits a CTS frame), the

polling node can start transmitting it’s own data to the

polled node over the same channel (dual polling).

ACK frames are used to acknowledge successful data

transmission (Figure 12). After all the data transmis-

sions are complete, both the nodes can resynchronize

to the common channel hop. The protocol is described

through pseudo-code in Appendix B.
Fig. 10. Operation of (a) MACA-CT and (b) MACA-RT

protocols.
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This approach reduces the vulnerable period from

two control frame periods to one. In other words,

collision of control frames can occur only during

transmission of RTR. The maximum throughput of

RICH-DP was observed to be always higher than

MACA-CT, the sender-initiated CDMA protocol, re-

gardless of the size of the data frame length (under

perfect channel conditions). However, when a minus-

cule fraction of mobile nodes are ready to send or

receive data, polling inactive nodes leads to band-

width inefficiency.

In DSSS-based packet radio networks, variable rate

transmission can be achieved at the MAC level by

using orthogonal variable spreading factor (OVSF)

codes. Channel allocation (i.e. either frequency or code

assignment) can be static or can be dynamic based on

channel acquisition. Despite their higher utilization, the

on-demand schemes based on channel acquisition are

more complex and incur higher overhead.

Due to the limited wireless spectrum, high rate

transmission in a spread-spectrum based ad hoc radio

network can be achieved by using spectrally efficient

higher order modulation schemes such as M-ary

quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). However,

higher order modulation schemes require high signal-

to-interference ratio (SIR) to maintain the link relia-

bility, which would demand more battery-power at the

portable mobile units. Again, with limited available

bandwidth in a DSSS system, the spreading factor{

(SF) would be reduced with increased bit transmission

rate. Then, even if the signal power is high, the

throughput performance may degrade significantly

due to multipath-induced interference. Therefore,

multipath-intereference cancellers would be required

to accommodate higher order modulation schemes in

high-speed spread-spectrum ad hoc radio networks.

MAC level frame scheduling based on the radio

link conditions experienced by each mobile (rather

than individual user demand) can provide higher

throughput in a spread-spectrum ad hoc radio net-

work. But this may aggravate the fairness problem

since the mobiles with more favorable link conditions

may be allocated higher transmission rates, and the

others may not be able to transmit at all.

5.2. Common Control Channel Signaling (CCCS)
Approach

In this approach, control and data traffic are trans-

mitted in different channels. One of the early imple-

mentations of this concept was by broadcasting a busy

tone as in the busy tone multiple access (BTMA)

protocol [13]. BTMA utilizes an out-of-band channel

to transmit the busy tone signal. Every mobile node

which is less than two hops away from the source and

hears the busy tone transmits more busy tone to the

channel, thus expanding busy region of the channel.

The key idea behind this approach is the fact that

the channel holding time of control traffic in CSMA/

CA is very short. In conventional CSMA/CA, as

shown in Figure 13, the exposed node C can send

neither RTS nor CTS to node D. After the handshake

period, transmission from node D to node C will not

interfere with the reception at node B. Spatial reuse

(e.g. data transmission from node D to node C) can be

greatly increased if a separate channel is dedicated to

transmit control frames.

5.3. Using Adaptive Transmission Range/Power
Control

When the source and the destination nodes are far

apart, a multihop end-to-end protocol would be

Fig. 11. Operation of the RICH-DP protocol.

Fig. 12. Data transmission signaling in RICH-DP protocol.

{It is defined as the ratio of the chip rate to the information
bit rate.
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required for data transmission. The use of a longer

transmission range at the MAC level increases the

likelihood of finding the destination mobile node in a

single hop or at least reduces the number of hops

between the source and the destination (and hence the

transmission failure probability due to some inter-

mediate node or link failure). However, it can also

lead to interference in wider area resulting in more

exposed nodes [14].

Several strategies based on the transmission range

control can be adopted for MAC. The range of

transmission can be expressed in terms of the number

of mobile nodes within the transmission radius of a

sender and an optimal value of this range which

maximizes the expected one-hop progress in the

desired direction may exist.

In the case of the most forward with fixed radius

(MFR) strategy, where the intended recipient is the

node whose location gives the longest projection upon

the displacement between source and destination, the

optimal transmission range with slotted ALOHA-

based access was observed to be eight mobile nodes

on the average under high traffic condition [14]. In the

case of nearest with forward progress (NFP) strategy,

a mobile node adjusts it’s transmission power to be

just enough to reach the neighbor which results in

nearest forward progress [15]. The most forward with

variable radius (MVR) approach is similar to MFR

approach except that the transmission radius is

adjusted to be equal to the distance between the

transmitter and the receiver. The NFP strategy was

observed to provide the best performance among all in

terms of both throughput and normalized average

progress and MVR performed better than MFR.

NFP was found to have the best normalized average

progress when the transmission range was greater than

eight, while for transmission range less than eight,

NFP and MVR achieved almost the same normalized

average progress.

When CSMA is used instead of ALOHA, the

performance improves. It was observed that the opti-

mized expected progress with non-persistent CSMA

under the MFR approach was 16% higher than that for

slotted ALOHA (for zero propagation delay) [14].

Collision avoidance signaling can be combined

with the concept of transmission range/power control

to improve the performance further. The power con-

trolled multiple access (PCMA) protocol [16] uses

handshake signaling, common control channels and

power control. The concept of variable bounded

power was introduced to relax the constraints due to

a single channel. The sender transmits a request-

power-to-send (RPTS) frame (which is analogous to

the RTS frame) to the receiver. Upon receiving RPTS,

the destination calculates the minimum acceptable

power, and sends it using an APTS frame (which is si-

milar to the CTS frame) back to the source (Figure 14).

The source node then transmits the data frames to

the sink node at the power level as advertized by the

receiver. While receiving the data, the sink node

calculates the tolerable noise and interference power

level, and then broadcasts it using a busy tone in the

common control channel. Other mobile nodes trans-

mit data with power level as calculated from the

power level advertised in the busy tone. As in

Fig. 13. The exposed node problem in CSMA/CA.

Fig. 14. Operation of the PCMA protocol.
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BTMA, a channel is dedicated to busy tone transmis-

sion. The busy tone is periodically transmitted to the

common channel to prevent the new nodes moving

into the active floor from transmitting with unaccep-

tably high power level.

Since only receivers are responsible for sending the

busy tone, this approach avoids signal collision at the

receivers without causing exposed node problem. This

approach was shown to increase the system through-

put by as much as 50% compared to that for IEEE

802.11 when the flow rate of each user was high and

their spatial distribution was non-uniform.

5.4. Using Directional/Adaptive Antennas

The impact of hidden node problem can be mitigated

to some extent by using directional antennas instead

of an omnidirectional antenna. A mobile node

equipped with several antennas to cover all directions

can receive multiple data frames simultaneously.

Protocols similar to CSMA/CA can be used in a

directional MAC protocol, but on a per-antenna basis.

If an antenna, say, T at node X, has received an RTS or

CTS corresponding to data transfer between two other

nodes, then it will be ‘blocked’ for the duration of that

transfer. To increase the chance of finding the destina-

tion node, RTS can be sent initially using all antennas.

If any one of the antennas in a mobile node is blocked,

RTS can be sent from another antenna. After the RTS-

CTS signaling, both nodes are aware of the location of

each other and thus only one directional antenna is

sufficient to send DATA and ACK. Each antenna

performs operations such as carrier sensing or back-

off independently. Since transmitted data does not

spread out throughout the region, wider area is safe

from signal contamination. Compared with that of

802.11 WLAN, the TCP throughput increases by

about 31.43% when 4 directional antennas are im-

plemented per node [17].

5.5. Fairness-Based Approaches

A fair wireless MAC protocol ensures fair competi-

tion among the mobile nodes for the wireless channel

bandwidth in the presence of time and location de-

pendent wireless channel errors. When the different

mobile nodes require different levels of service, the

resources need to be allocated in proportion to the

‘weight’ of each node to provide a service differentia-

tion. From the perspective of MAC protocol fairness

in a mobile ad hoc network, the following issues are

important:

� Node fairness and flow fairness: Node fairness is

achieved when the mobile nodes can share the

channel bandwidth according to their correspond-

ing weights. Flow fairness is ensured when the

different flows get fair share of the channel band-

width in an end-to-end basis. To achieve flow fair-

ness, mobile nodes should provide fair services to

all the flows passing through them. Therefore, to

ensure flow fairness the MAC protocols will need

to utilize the end-to-end flow information. Per-node

(common) queuing and back-off mechanisms may

treat the different flows unfairly, because in these

cases the flows in a node cannot be differentiated.

Per-flow queuing and back-off mechanisms would

be required to improve fairness.

� Spatial distribution of mobile nodes: Flows traver-

sing rather sparsely populated node areas would

presumably achieve better performance than those

passing through ‘congested’ regions. Therefore,

when the distribution of the mobile nodes is non-

uniform, the asymmetry in distribution may incur

node unfairness as well as flow unfairness.

� Trade-off between fairness and channel utilization:

Providing fairness may lead to decrease in channel

utilization. For example, in Figure 15, if Flow3

stops sending, more channel utilization can be

achieved at the expense of reduced flow fairness.

� Unreliability of radio channel: Wireless channel

impairments, such as noise and interference, aggra-

vate the fairness problem. During the bad channel

state, if a mobile node stops sending data so that the

other mobile nodes can send, more utilization can

be achieved, but node fairness and flow fairness are

penalized.

Fig. 15. Trade-off between fairness and channel utilization.
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� Short-term and long-term fairness: In wireless en-

vironment, short-term fairness is difficult to attain

due to radio channel unreliability and node mobi-

lity. Better short-term fairness can be provided

when link failures are scarce. For the mobile nodes

experiencing adverse channel conditions, long-term

fairness can be provided by using some compensa-

tion mechanism.

5.5.1. Utility-based MAC approach for flow
fairness

In general, the principle of utility-based approaches is

to maximize the total utility subject to link capacity.

Utility for a flow f (Uf ) refers to the performance

achieved by this flow in a network. The utility func-

tion can be different from flow to flow. The design

objective is always to maximize total utility or effi-

cacy (V). Utility function depends on the design

objective. For example, if the objective is to maxi-

mize the channel utilization, the utility function

for each mobile node can be defined as a linear func-

tion of throughput and then the efficacy is the total

throughput.

Utility can be a function of several parameters. If

we assume that it is a function of bit rate (xf ), and the

general objective is to:

maximize V ¼
X
f2F

Uf ðxf Þ subject to

X
f2Fl

xf � cl and xf � 0;

8l 2 L; xf 2 XF 8f 2 F

ð2Þ

where cl is the capacity of link l, L is the set of links in

the network, F is the set of all the flows in the

network, Fl is the set of flows traversing link l and

XF is the set of bit rates corresponding to the flows in

the set F.

Then, the fairness problem reduces to a constrained

optimization problem. The solution in terms of a rate

adaptation algorithm can be achieved by using a

subgradient-based algorithm [18] as follows:

x
ðnþ1Þ
f ¼

x
ðnÞ
f þ �nU

0ðxðnÞf Þ; eðnÞ ¼ 0

x
ðnÞ
f � �ne

ðnÞ; eðnÞ > 0

(
ð3Þ

where eðnÞ is the number of congested links corre-

sponding to flow f in nth iteration. If the sequences �n

and �n satisfy the following conditions, the solution

will converge within a finite number of iterations.

lim
n!1

�n ¼ 0
X1
n¼1

�n ¼ 1 ð4Þ

lim
n!1

�n ¼ 0
X1
n¼1

�n ¼ 1 ð5Þ

lim
n!1

�n

�n

¼ 0 ð6Þ

Alternatively, the penalty method can be used to

modify the objective function as follows:

maximize � � Uðxf Þ � � � ploss � xf subject toX
f2Fl

xf � cl and xf � 0;

8l 2 L; xf 2 XF 8f 2 F

ð7Þ

where � and � are ‘utility constant’ and ‘penalty

constant’, respectively, and ploss is the contention

loss probability [19]. The solution of the above

problem is to adapt the persistence probability accord-

ing to the following:

p
ðnþ1Þ
f ¼

p
ðnÞ
f þ �n � �n

@
@xf

Uðxf Þ
;

if collision occurs

p
ðnÞ
f þ �n; otherwise

8><
>: ð8Þ

Therefore, the adjustment in persistence probability is

one solution to the fairness problem when a fairness

objective is identified in terms of a utility function.

Note that, this general framework for utility-based

fairness is very useful in that once the fairness objec-

tive is established, the implementation can be easily

achieved by the algorithms using local parameters at

each mobile node. When Uðxf Þ ¼ lg xf , the above

framework results in proportional fairness [20] and

with this utility function the variance of flows experi-

encing different contention environment reduced from

0.2003 to 0.1617 in a in IEEE 802.11 WLAN [19].

5.5.2. Link-state dependent fairness

Link-state dependent approaches try to achieve fair-

ness through scheduling mechanisms that utilize the

channel state information. The server based fairness

approach (SBFA) [21], which was originally designed

for a centralized wireless system, can be applied in

MANETs when a pseudo base station (PBS) is as-

signed for a cluster of mobile nodes. In this approach,
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each mobile node checks the channel condition before

transmission and it postpones the transmission if the

channel is bad. A centralized scheduler keeps track of

transmissions by each mobile, and compensates the

deferred mobiles by allocating extra bandwidth

later when the channel condition becomes better.

The identities of the deferred mobile nodes are

kept at the long time fairness server (LTFS). The

scheduler treats the LTFS as an additional flow in

the network.

Although this approach increases channel utiliza-

tion, it might have an adverse impact on the frame

transmission delay. Therefore, rather than postponing

transmission in the case of bad channel condition,

frames can be transmitted with lower data rate. This is

the dynamic link adaptation concept which can be

implemented through dynamic channel coding and/or

adaptive modulation. In case of dynamic channel

coding, the length of the error correcting codes can

be determined based on the channel condition and the

required QoS.

5.5.3. Back-off-based fairness

High variance among the back-off timer values of

different mobile nodes may contribute to unfairness.

The channel contention becomes more fair when the

mobiles have similar back-off timer values. This is the

reason why in MACAW the mobile nodes broadcast

their back-off values [9].

Derived from the 802.11 DCF, the distributed fair

scheduling (DFS) mechanism proposed in Reference

[22] can be used to allocate bandwidth to different

flows in proportion to their ‘weights’. Each frame is

tagged with ‘start’ and ‘finish’ tags and at the current

time the frame with the minimum finish tag is sched-

uled to be transmitted next. When a frame arrives, the

start-tag (S) for the frame is set as the current time and

the finish tag (F) is calculated as follows: F ¼ Sþ
SF � L

W
, where SF is a scaling factor, L is the frame

length and W is the weight of the corresponding flow.

Therefore, a bigger weight results in a smaller finish

tag. The back-off interval for a frame is chosen to be

proportional to the finish tag as follows:

B ¼ bF � Current Timec ¼ bSF � L
W
c ð9Þ

Therefore, flows with larger weights will achieve

higher throughputs. The protocol is described through

pseudo-code in Appendix C.

In absence of collision, DFS achieves fairness while

in the presence of collision there will be short-term

unfairness. Again, assigning appropriate weights to

different flows with bursty traffic arrival patterns may

not be simple at all.

5.6. Energy-Efficiency-Based Approaches

Efficient use of battery power at each mobile node

strongly impacts the overall performance of a mobile

ad hoc network. Inefficiency in energy usage not only

shortens the useful period of a mobile node, but also

leads to failure in the routing process. To retain

network connectivity, a routing mechanism is gener-

ally designed in such a way that all the mobile nodes

have quite the similar power levels. The design

objective would be to maximize the network perfor-

mance, while minimizing the energy consumption. In

other words, the objective is to maximize energy

efficiency (�e), where

�e ¼
Essential energy dissipation

Total energy dissipation
ð10Þ

Since retransmission of frames leads to unnecessary

energy consumption, techniques such as frame trans-

missions based on channel state sensing and reducing

the number of collisions can lead to efficient battery-

power usage. Turning off the transceiver during idle

period and during period when the transmission is

forbidden or not likely to be successful (e.g. the NAV

period in IEEE 802.11) may lead to better energy

efficiency. Several approaches for energy-efficient

MAC design are described below.

5.6.1. Power level adjustment

Even though developed mainly to increase the system

throughput, the MAC mechanisms based on power

level adjustment ([14–16]) also lead to efficient bat-

tery-power usage. Note that, although by using direc-

tional antennas throughput can be improved

significantly, it requires more power than using an

omnidirectional antenna.

5.6.2. Periodic hibernation

In this approach, the wireless transceiver is turned off

during particular periods when the mobile node can

neither transmit nor receive. For example, in IEEE

802.11, a mobile node hearing NAV may go to sleep

mode, turning off the transceiver during this period.

Note that, the NAV timer always decreases regardless

of the channel status as opposed to the back-off timer

which decreases only when medium is idle. In IEEE
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802.11, every mobile node must wake up during an

announcement traffic indication message (ATIM) per-

iod during which transmitters inform their destination

not to go to power save mode. If no notification is

received, the mobile can go to power save mode and

wake up in the next ATIM period [3].

Again, a transmitting mobile node can defer its

transmission (or at least reduce the transmission rate)

when channel quality is bad and may try to compen-

sate the loss when the channel becomes better.

In power aware multi-access with signaling

(PAMAS) protocol [23], the receiving mobile nodes

transmit a busy tone (in a separate control channel)

when they start receiving frames so that other mobile

nodes know when to turn off. When a mobile node

does not have data to transmit, it should turn itself off

if a neighbor begins transmitting to some other node.

A node should power off even if it has data to transmit

if at least one of it’s neighbor-pairs is communicating.

A mobile node, which has been powered off when one

or more of it’s neighbor-pairs started communicating,

can determine the length of time that it should be

powered off by using a probe protocol. In this proto-

col, the node performs a binary search to determine

the time when the current transmission will end.

However, the loss of probe frames may cause sig-

nificant power wastage. Simulation results showed

that power saving in the range from 10% (for sparsely

connected networks) to almost 70% (for fully con-

nected networks) could be achieved without affecting

the delay-throughput behavior.

The periodic hibernation of a mobile node can be

actively supported by another mobile node. The High

Performance LAN (HIPERLAN) distributed MAC

protocol uses the power-saver and power-supporter-

based approach [24]. A mobile which wants to save

power (power-saver node) must locate a power-sup-

porter node before shutting down. During the power

saving period, all data frames destined to the power-

saver are buffered in the power-supporter. Only when

the power-saver reactivates itself, the stored frames

are forwarded from the power-supporter.

Periodic hibernation can be assisted through

pseudo-centralized control, where the mobile nodes

may periodically select a PBS as the coordinator for

channel access. The PBS allocates the uplink and the

downlink time slots to each mobile node resulting in

much lesser number of collisions and hence reduced

energy loss. Mobile nodes which do not receive the

allocation can turn off their transceiver and wake up to

listen in the next frame. Figure 16 shows the general

transmission frame of a pseudo-centralized protocol.

While evaluating the performance of a PBS-based

approach, the loss incurred in battery-power and

channel bandwidth for the discovery of a new PBS

must be taken into account. The energy of the PBS is

more likely to drop faster than that of other mobiles.

Therefore, a PBS must be re-elected when its power

drops below certain threshold [25].

5.6.3. Batch transmission

For transmission of a certain number of MAC frames,

better energy efficiency can be achieved by transmit-

ting them in batches rather than independently, be-

cause batch-transmission reduces the number of

transceiver turnarounds. Therefore, a mobile node

may start contending for the channel when it has

enough data to transmit. However, this approach

cannot be adopted in the case of urgent and real-

time data. Data compression is an alternative to

increase the actual amount of information transmitted

over the wireless interface.

5.7. Approaches Based On Multimedia/QoS
Support

The basic principle of multimedia MAC protocols is

to support both non-real-time and real-time traffic

flows so that the QoS requirements (e.g. throughput,

delay, loss, jitter) for all the admitted flows are

satisfied. In a mobile ad hoc network it is difficult to

achieve due to the lack of any centralized control.

Since for retransmissions may often be unnecessary

for real-time traffic, the MAC level ACKs could be

suppressed [5]. Priority buffer management and sche-

duling mechanisms can be used to provide prioritized

channel access to the real-time traffic. The Random

Early Drop with IN/OUT (RIO) buffer management

mechanism marks every buffered data frame with an

IN or OUT tag. During congestion, OUT frames are

dropped with higher probability than IN frames [26].

Priority scheduling considers the aspect of arranging

the frames in queues. Service differentiation can be

achieved by assigning separate queues for each class

Fig. 16. General frame format for pseudo-centralized MAC
protocols.
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of traffic. Frames with higher priority could be sched-

uled and transmitted earlier. The scheduler might

transmit low priority frames only in the absence of

high priority frames. An alternative approach is to

transmit high priority traffic with higher probability

and to transmit low priority traffic with smaller prob-

ability.

Since providing a guaranteed QoS would be prohi-

bitively hard, provisioning of differentiated QoS

might be a better choice for a mobile ad hoc network.

In the differentiated QoS approach, soft QoSk is

provided to each flow and all the flows in the same

class (where the classes are predefined) will receive

similar level of QoS.

In an ad hoc network, the differentiated QoS

approach in the MAC protocol can be realized by

adjusting the back-off and the persistence parameters.

For example, in the 802.11 MAC protocol, the values

of DIFS, CWmin and CWmax can be predefined, and

priority-dependent random distributions can be used

to generate the back-off times [27,28] for the different

flows. The assignment of different IFS time and back-

off time distribution corresponding to two different

traffic classes can result in delay differentiation of the

order of hundreds of milliseconds [27]. When the

values of CWmin for two flows differ by 80, a delay

difference of around 60 msec can be achieved. There-

fore, effective service differentiation may be achieved

by appropriately adjusting the contention window

limits.

On top of the differentiated services MAC mechan-

ism, a distributed admission control (or traffic control)

mechanism would be required so that the relative

assurances offered by the MAC mechanism can also

meet service requirements at the application level

[28]. Such traffic control mechanism can keep the

offered load below a particular threshold under which

throughput is proportional to offered load [29]. After

this threshold, the throughput does not increase as the

offered load increases. The admission control thresh-

old can be designed as a function of delay or utiliza-

tion. In any case, it should take channel condition into

consideration and an adaptive admission control me-

chanism would be more efficient.

Implementation of a distributed admission control

mechanism may involve significant computational

power at the mobile nodes. In Reference [28], im-

plementation of the distributed admission control

algorithm in the mobile nodes was facilitated by using

two passive radio channel monitoring algorithms,

namely, the virtual MAC (VMAC) and the virtual

source (VS) algorithms, to estimate the achievable

level of service (at the MAC and at the application

level) without actually loading the channel. Then the

admission decision was made based on the application

level QoS estimates (e.g. average packet delay).

In dynamic bandwidth allocation/sharing/-exten-

sion (DBASE) approach [30], service differentiation

was achieved by using Priority IFS (PIFS), back-off

timer and some reservation mechanism. When a

mobile wants to send a non-real-time frame, it senses

idle channel for DIFS and generates data back-off

time (DBT) as in IEEE 802.11 DCF. If a mobile wants

to transmit a real-time frame, it waits for channel to be

idle for more than PIFS and generates real-time back-

off time (RBT). PIFS is necessarily less than DIFS so

that a real-time flow can initiate a back-off process

before a non-real-time flow. By letting

ðDIFSþ DBTminÞ � ðPIFS þ RBTmaxÞ � Slot Time,

real-time flows are always allowed to send frames

before non-real-time flows (Figure 17).

In DBASE, each mobile maintains the following

data structures:

� Reservation table (RSVT): RSVT contains access

sequence, MAC address, service type and required

bandwidth corresponding to mobiles which have

finished reservation successfully.

� Sequence ID (SID): SID identifies access order.

� Active counter (AC): AC is the number of the active

real-time flows.

Let Dmax be the smallest maximum acceptable

delay among all real-time flows. Each mobile requir-

ing to transmit a real-time flow must scan medium for

Dmax. As can be seen in Figure 17, if there is at least

one real-time flow in the network, reservation frame

(RF) must be detected within Dmax. Therefore, if the

mobile does not detect RF, it will become a scheduler

responsible for generating RF.

In Figure 17, node A and node C do not hear RF

within time Dmax. These nodes wait for PIFS and

generate RBT. Assuming that RBT of node A is less

than that of node C, node A initiates transmission

earlier and becomes the scheduler. Node A transmits

RF as well as its data. After node A finishes transmis-

sion, node C will transmit data without RF. After the

first round, node A and node C will be in RSVT.

Therefore, they do not have to send any handshake

messages such as RTS or CTS before transmitting

kThis means that the quality measures can only be prob-
abilistically guaranteed.
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subsequent data frames. The period during which the

RTS-CTS signaling is not involved for data transmis-

sion is called the contention free period (CFP). During

this period, if the medium is idle for one time slot, the

current session will be considered disconnected, and

the other mobiles are shifted forward and access the

medium according to the SID.

A new mobile (node E) detecting RF waits until the

end of the current CFP and starts its transaction in the

period called real-time contention period. In this

period, when RTS is successfully sent, the mobile

increases the AC by one and sets the SID to AC.

Mobiles hearing CTS realize that a new mobile has

successfully joined RSVT, and thus increase their AC

by one. After mobiles in real-time mode finish trans-

mission, the channel will be idle for more than DIFS

and non-real-time data (say, in node D) can be

transmitted.

A combination of CFP and real-time contention

period is called real-time transmission period (RTP).

RTP should be limited such that the repetition cycle is

not larger than Dmax. A mobile starts monitoring the

medium again after time RTP since it last accessed the

medium. Therefore, frame delay is bounded by

(RTP;Dmax). As a scheduler, a mobile emits RF after

the medium is sensed idle for PIFS. Others will wait

for RF before entering into the CFP. Note that since

the scheduler does not generate RBT, it has more

priority than any new mobile initiating a real-time

flow. The protocol is described through pseudo-code

in Appendix D.

6. Comparative Performance

The performances of the MAC protocols based on the

different approaches described above differ in the

different performance metrics. Table I shows a quali-

tative performance comparison among the represen-

tative MAC protocols based on the different

approaches described before.

Techniques such as dedicating a portion of the

channel bandwidth for control traffic, reducing the

impact of hidden nodes (say, by using collision

avoidance signaling, adaptive transmission power

control, directional antenna, or enhancing the hand-

shake signaling messages) improve the throughput

and the delay performances. MAC level fairness and

Fig. 17. Operation of DBASE protocol.

Table I. Performance comparison among different protocols (‘þ’/‘�’ denotes improvement/degradation in the corresponding performance
measure, ‘0’ denotes no impact).

Approaches Throughput/ Fairness Multimedia/ Energy eff.
delay QoS support

Handshake signaling (e.g. MACAW) þþþ 0 0 þ
Multichannel (e.g. MACA-CT, RICH-DP) þþ 0 0 þ
CCCS (e.g. MACA-CT, RICH-DP) þþþ 0 0 þ
Power control (e.g. PCMA) þþþ � 0 þþþ
Directional antenna þþþ þ 0 �
Persistence scheme (e.g. FAMA-LCS) þ þ þ 0

(loss in stability)
Utility-based fairness � þþ þ 0
SBFA/LTFS þþ þþ þþ þ, �
Hibernation (e.g. PAMAS) � 0 0 þþ
Differentiated services � þ þþ 0
Reservation (e.g. DBASE) � þ þþþ �
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service differentiation can be achieved by controlling

the transmission persistence and the back-off para-

meters and using reservation for the real-time flows.

Turning off transceiver in the period of NAV can

improve the energy-efficiency performance. A differ-

entiated services MAC technique coupled with a

distributed admission control mechanism can be

used to support real-time multimedia traffic along

with asynchronous data traffic in a wireless mobile

ad hoc network.

In general, as MAC level throughput increases, the

energy efficiency also increases due to decrease in the

number of frame retransmissions. However, the ap-

proach using directional antennas results in more

power consumption. Persistence in transmission in-

creases the maximum throughput, but the throughput

stability may decrease. QoS assurance to the real-time

flows can be provided through increased persistence.

In order to achieve better fairness, an amount of

throughput may need to be sacrificed, as can be seen

in the utility, differentiated services and reservation-

based approaches. Nevertheless, SBFA/LTFS en-

hances both fairness and throughput because it gives

back allocation to mobiles deferring their transmis-

sion during bad channel condition. The implementa-

tion of SBFA requires a PBS and the battery-power of

a PBS may become the bottleneck.

7. Research Issues

The following are some of the MAC design issues

which are needed to be addressed to design high

performance wireless ad hoc mobile systems for the

fourth-generation mobile communications (4G mo-

bile):

� Application of advanced signal processing techni-

ques: Most of the MAC protocols do not attempt to

separate the colliding frames. Application of signal

processing techniques in multi-user detection (user

separation) in CDMA systems has gained much

research interest recently. These techniques require

extra diversity in the form of spreading codes and

generally involve substantial computational com-

plexity and require expensive hardware. Techni-

ques with low computational complexity are to be

developed for MANETs.

� Dynamic link adaptation: To match the data trans-

mission rate to the time-varying channel and inter-

ference conditions, the mobile nodes may adopt

some adaptive coding and modulation scheme so

that higher channel utilization is achieved. Infor-

mation regarding link condition such as mean

carrier-to-interference ratio (C/I) or signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) required for link adaptation can be

communicated through the handshake signaling

messages. Efficient and implementation-friendly

dynamic radio link adaptation mechanisms need

to be developed for wireless ad hoc networks.

� Distinguish between congestion (collision) and

channel error: When the network is not congested,

but transmission from a mobile node suffers from

channel error, the node should retransmit as soon as

the channel becomes better. In this case the node

does not need to increase the back-off time aggres-

sively. But when a mobile node experiences colli-

sion, it can increase the back-off time and wait for

retransmission until the network becomes less con-

gested. Therefore, if a mobile node is able to

distinguish between these two cases, throughput

and channel utilization at the MAC level could be

increased.

� Mobility and location-aware MAC design: The

mobility patterns of the mobile nodes and the

resulting spatial distribution is one of the most

consequential issues for channel access protocol

design in ad hoc networks. As mobile speed in-

creases, the channel errors (due to fading) generally

become more uncorrelated. Therefore, even if a

mobile experiences frame error in the current time

slot, retransmission of the frame in the following

time slot may be successful. This has implication

on both the fairness and energy-efficiency perfor-

mance of a MAC protocol. Again, a mobile node in

a sparse neighborhood can choose to adjust the

transmission power and the back-off parameters

differently than a node with a relatively denser

neighborhood. In fact, the mobility and location

information along with the information on channel

quality can be used for dynamic link adaptation.

� Interaction among transport, routing and MAC

layer protocols: The performance of a transport

layer protocol heavily depends on the MAC proto-

col performance. TCP performance in an IEEE

802.11 DFC suffers due to the exposed node pro-

blem. Therefore, a transport-aware MAC protocol

in a mobile node may give higher priority to a flow

closer to it’s destination. Collision in the last hop is

very undesirable in that all transmissions which

might have already passed several hops have to be

started over again. The MAC protocol can also use

the end-to-end information provided by the trans-

port layer protocol for back-off time adaptation

(say, to deal with end-to-end fairness).
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Some power saving mechanism at the MAC proto-

col may impact the routing performance in a mobile

ad hoc network. Mobile nodes should not go to power

save mode, if it results in the disruption in network

connectivity. Again, some intermediate nodes with

lower energy may be avoided during routing (even

though they are in the least-cost path) in order to

maintain similar amount of battery power at all mobile

nodes. This will lead to longer network connectivity.

In such a case, the operation of a transmission power

adaptation-based MAC protocol would be dictated by

the routing protocol. Again, frames destined for a low

power mobile node should be sent with more priority

so that they will arrive the mobile before the battery

power is depleted.

The interactions among MAC, routing and trans-

port layer protocols need to be thoroughly investi-

gated and this would be required for transmission

protocol stack performance optimization in a wireless

mobile ad hoc network.
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Appendix A: (Pseudo-code for 802.11 MAC)

Procedure Passive()
begin

while (!CD && !Local_Data) wait;
if CD
if (dest_id != mobile_id)
if (frame_type == RTS || CTS || DATA)
wait_type = NAV;
timer = readtime(frame);

else
wait_type = none;
timer = 0;

WAITandSEND(wait_type, timer, blank_frame);
else
if (frame_type == RTS)
WAITandSEND(IFS, SIFS, CTS_frame);

else
WAITandSEND(IFS, DIFS, RTS_frame);

end

Procedure WAITandSEND(wait_type, time, next_frame)
begin

Do CASEs (wait_type}
NAV: while (time != 0) reduce(time);

Passive();
IFS: temp = time;

timeout = ReadTimeout(next_frame)
while (!CD && time != 0) reduce(time);
if (CD && timeout != 0)
WAITandSEND(IFS, temp, next_frame);

else
SENDandWAIT(next_frame);

BO: while (time != 0)
while (CD)

if ((dest_id != mobile_id) && (frame_type == RTS || CTS || DATA))
while (NAV) reduce(NAV);

if ((dest_id == mobile_id) && (frame_type == RTS))
WAITandSEND(IFS, SIFS, CTS_frame);

residue_time = DIFS;
while (!CD && residue_time != 0) reduce(residue_time);
if (residue_time == 0)
while (!CD && time != 0) reduce(time);

Passive();
default:

end

Procedure SENDandWAIT(frame)
begin

Transmit(frame);
Do CASEs (frame_type)
RTS: timer = CTS_timeout;

while (!receive_CTS && timer != 0) reduce(timer);
if (timer == 0)
BackOff();

else
Receive(in_frame);
WAITandSEND(IFS, SIFS, DATA_frame);
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CTS: timer = DATA_timeout
while (!receive_DATA && timer != 0) reduce(timer);
if (timer == 0)

Passive();
else

Receive(in_frame);
WAITandSEND(IFS, SIFS, ACK_frame);

DATA: timer = ACK_timeout
while (!receive_ACK && timer != 0) reduce(timer);
if (timer == 0)
BackOff();

else
Receive(in_frame);
CW = CW_min;
Passive();

ACK: Passive();
end

Procedure BackOff()
begin
BO_time = rand(0, CW);
CW = CW * 2;
if (CW > CW_max)
CW = CW_max;

WAITandSEND(BO, BO_time, blank_frame);
end;

Appendix B: (Pseudo-code for RICH-DP protocol)

Procedure Passive() /* After turned on, a mobile starts this procedure */
begin
continue hopping;
while (!CD && !Local_Data) wait;
stop hopping;
if Local_Data
if (!CD in current time slot)
SENDandWAIT(RTR);

else
BackOff();

else
if ((frame_type == RTR) && (dest_id == mobile_id))
if Local_Data
SENDandWAIT(DATA);

else
SENDandWAIT(CTS);

end

Procedure SENDandWAIT(frame)
begin
Transmit(frame);
Do CASEs (frame_type)
RTR: if (DATA or CTS in next time slot)

Receive(in_frame);
if Local_Data
Transmit(ACK);
SENDandWAIT(DATA);

else
SENDandWAIT(ACK);

else
BackOff();
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CTS: if (DATA in next time slot)
Receive(in_frame);
SENDandWAIT(ACK);

else
Passive();

DATA: if (ACK in next time slot)
receive frame;
if (more data is coming)
Receive(in_frame);
SENDandWAIT(ACK);

else
Passive();

else
BackOff();

ACK: Passive();
end

Procedure BackOff()
begin

continue hopping
BO_time = rand(1, CW);
while (no RTR coming for this mobile && BO_time != 0) reduce(BO_time);
if (BO_time == 0)
Passive();

else
if Local_Data
SENDandWAIT(DATA);

else
SENDandWAIT(CTS);

end;

Appendix C: (Pseudo-code for DFS protocol)

Procedure Passive()
begin

while (!CD && !Local_Data) wait;
if CD
if (dest_id != mobile_id)
if (frame_type == RTS || CTS || DATA)
wait_type = NAV;
timer = readtime(frame);

else
wait_type = none;
timer = 0;

WAITandSEND(wait_type, timer, blank_frame);
else
if(frame_type == RTS)
WAITandSEND(IFS, SIFS, CTS_frame);

else
WAITandSEND(IFS, DIFS, RTS_frame);

end

Procedure WAITandSEND(wait_type, time, next_frame)
begin

Do CASEs (wait_type)
NAV: while (time != 0) reduce(time);

Passive();
IFS: temp = time;

timeout = ReadTimeout(next_frame)
while(!CD && time != 0) reduce(time);
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if (CD && timeout != 0)
WAITandSEND(IFS, temp, next_frame);

else
if (frame_type == RTS)

wait_time = floor(scaling_factor * frame_length/flow_weight);
WAITandSEND(BO, wait_time, next_frame);

SENDandWAIT(next_frame);
BO: while (time != 0)

while (CD)
if ((dest_id != mobile_id) && (frame_type == RTS || CTS || DATA))

while (NAV) reduce(NAV);
if ((dest_id == mobile_id) && (frame_type = = RTS))

WAITandSEND(IFS, SIFS, CTS_frame);
residue_time = DIFS;
while (!CD && residue_time != 0) reduce(residue_time);
if (residue_time == 0)

while (!CD && time != 0) reduce(time);
Passive();

end

Procedure SENDandWAIT(frame)
begin
Transmit(frame);
Do CASEs (frame_type)
RTS: timer = CTS_timeout;
while (!receive_CTS && timer != 0) reduce(timer);
if (timer == 0)
BackOff();

else
Receive(in_frame);
WAITandSEND(IFS, SIFS, DATA_frame);

CTS: timer = DATA_timeout
while (!receive_DATA && timer != 0) reduce(timer);
if (timer == 0)

Passive();
else

Receive(in_frame);
WAITandSEND(IFS, SIFS, ACK_frame);

DATA: timer = ACK_timeout
while (!receive_ACK && timer != 0) reduce(timer);

if (timer == 0)
BackOff();

else
CW = CW_min;
Passive();

ACK: Passive();
end

Procedure BackOff()
begin
BO_time = rand(0, CW);
CW = CW * 2;
if (CW > CW_max)
CW = CW_max;

WAITandSEND(BO, BO_time, blank_frame);
end;
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Appendix D: (Pseudo-code for DBASE protocol)

Procedure Passive()
begin

RF_detected = false;
while(!CD && !Local_Data) wait;
if CD
if (dest_id != mobile_id)
if (frame_type == RTS || CTS || DATA)
while (NAV != 0) reduce(NAV);

else
if (frame_type == RTS)
if (idle_time < SIFS)

Passive();
else

WAITandSEND(CTS_frame);
Passive();

else
WAITandSEND(RTS_frame);
Passive();

end

Procedure WAITandSEND(time, next_frame)
begin

DO CASEs (frame_type)
RTS: timer = D_max;

while (!RF_detected && !RF && timer != 0) reduce(timer);
if RF

update RSVT;
RF_detected = true;
wait(CFP);

while (idle_time < PIFS) wait;
BackOff();
SENDandWAIT(next_frame);

default: while (!CD && (idle_time < SIFS))
if CD
Passive();

else
SENDandWAIT(next_frame);

end

Procedure SENDandWAIT(Frame)
begin

Transmit(frame);
Do CASEs (frame_type)
RTS: timer = CTS_timeout;

while (!receive_CTS && timer != 0) reduce(timer);
if (timer == 0)
p = rand(0,1);
if (p < persist_threshold)

BackOff();
else
SENDandWAIT(RTS);

else
receive(frame)
if (!RF_detected)
Transmit(RF);

WAITandSEND(DATA_frame);
CTS: timer = DATA_timeout

while (!receive_DATA_or_RF && timer != 0) reduce(timer);
if (timer == 0)
Passive();
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else
recieve(frame);
if (type(frame) == RF)

receive(frame);
if (type(frame) == DATA)

WAITandSEND(ACK_frame);
else

Passive();
DATA: timer = ACK_timeout

while (!receive_ACK && timer != 0) reduce(timer);
if (timer == 0)
BackOff();

else
min = CW_min;
CFP();
RF_detected = false;

ACK:
end

Procedure BackOff(frame)
begin
received_RTS = false;
BO_time = rand(min, max);
min = min + 1;
if (min > max) min = max;
while (BO_time != 0)
while (!CD && (BO_time != 0)) reduce(BO_time);

if CD
DO CASEs (frame_type)

RTS: if (dest_id == mobile_id)
BO_time = 0;
received_RTS = true;

else
while (NAV != 0) reduce(NAV);

CTS: record dest_id of CTS to RSVT;
while (NAV != 0) reduce(NAV);

DATA: while (NAV != 0) reduce(NAV);
RF: rf_detect = true;

update RSVT;
if received RTS
SENDandWAIT(CTS_frame);

end

Procedure CFP()
begin
if (!Local_Data) Passive();
else
while ((RTP > 0 since sent last RF) && !RF)

reduce(RTP);
if (CTS_detected) update RSVT;
if (RTS_detected && (dest_id == mobile_id))
WAITandSEND(CTS_frame);

RF_detected = true;
while (!RF && (idle_time < PIFS)) wait;
if (!RF) Transmit(RF);
else

while (CD && !time_to_transmit)
if (idle_time > time_slot)
shift access order forward;
update RSVT;

SENDandWAIT(DATA_frame);
end
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